
How to teach 
remotely with



Here are some suggestions for how you could use the units in 
the EYES OPEN coursebooks and materials to support your 
online classes.  

The link below takes you to the teaching resources. You can download 
and share these links with your students. They include links to all the 
audio and video files in the coursebook lessons: 

https://www.cambridge.org/gb/cambridgeenglish/catalog/
secondary/eyes-open/resources

The suggestions below are based on a combination of: 

 > live lessons online

 > discussion forums moderated by the teacher

 > independent collaborative group tasks 

 > individual self-access study
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Useful tools in live classes:
S C R E E N - S H A R I N G : C H AT  B O X : B R E A K O U T  R O O M S :

share Presentation Plus (if you 
have it), image files, audio files 
and short video files (bandwidth 
permitting). 

use for short answers and 
brainstorming, allows for all 
students to participate actively 
at the same time.

these are virtual rooms for small 
groups that can be set up as part 
of the main classroom. Teachers 
can enter these rooms and 
monitor the work going on in 
pairs or small groups.

G R E AT  F O R : G R E AT  F O R : G R E AT  F O R :

 > giving instructions

 > setting up tasks

 > presenting grammar or 
vocabulary

 > stimulating discussions. 

 > warmers

 > checking concepts

 > checking answers

 > getting feedback.

 > comparing answers after tasks

 > role-plays

 > short discussions

 > collaborative tasks.

Two or three short breakout room tasks each lesson add variety and allow for more interaction. 
To find out more about how to create and manage breakout rooms and other functions in your 
online class, please  follow this link: 

https://www.cambridge.org/elt/blog/2020/03/16/using-video-conference-platform-
teaching-online/

Useful tools for additional tasks 
outside the classroom

D I S C U S S I O N  F O R U M S : V I D E O  O R  A U D I O 
R E C O R D I N G S :

C O L L A B O R AT I V E 
W R I T I N G  T O O L S :

you can post a short task on any 
discussion forum platform (you 
may have a digital platform at 
your school, you may want to use 
online applications like Moodle 
or Edmodo, you may want to use 
a wiki or a blog or other shared 
online space).  

students can make short video 
recordings on their phones, 
tablets or computers and share 
them with you and/or the whole 
class. 

students can work together 
online to write and edit a 
document using e.g. Google 
docs. 
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A quick overview of the 
EYES OPEN coursebook 
unit structure.
The sections you will want to prioritize for synchronous video-
conferencing classes are shown in bold.

Opening page Unit aims, big picture discussion, vocabulary, Your Turn 
speaking

Lesson 1 Reading, Your Turn speaking, Language Focus, Your Turn 
speaking

Lesson 2 Listening, vocabulary, Your Turn speaking, Language Focus, 
Your Turn speaking

Lesson 3 Culture: video, Your Turn speaking, reading, Your Turn 
speaking

Lesson 4 Video, Your Turn speaking, writing

The other sections can be set for self-study or collaborative pairwork 
or groupwork outside the classroom. How much you can cover in your 
live classrooms depends on your schedule and the length of your 
online classes. 

You will probably want to plan your schedule unit by unit and use 
the first class of each new unit to explain the workflow to your class, 
setting out deadlines for independent study, and creating 
groups for collaborative tasks. In the last lesson you will 
want to ask students to prepare for the next unit. 
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A suggested structure for a 
flipped approach
If you are following a flipped approach, you may want to ask the students to complete all the 
vocabulary and grammar presentation sections in lessons 1 and 2 at home prior to looking at 
them together in class. Then the time in class can be dedicated to answering questions and 
practicing the language. The notes below are based on five live lessons per unit. But you can 
break these up in whatever way suits your timetable.  

B E F O R E  T H E  C L A S S D U R I N G  T H E  C L A S S

Opening page

1 Read the big picture discussion 
questions and prepare for 
discussion.

1 Students discuss the big picture 
questions in groups. Follow-up 
discussion and feedback in the main 
classroom. 

Breakout rooms

Chat box

2 Complete the vocabulary exercises. 2 Teacher checks the vocabulary and 
works on pronunciation. 

Chat box

3 Students complete the Your Turn 
discussion task in groups.

Breakout rooms

Lesson 1

1 Reading: read text and complete 
exercises. 

1 Students recall reading text and 
compare answers to exercises in 
groups. 

Breakout rooms

2 Language Focus: complete 
exercises.

2 Teacher checks answers. Chat box

3 Students compare answers for 
Language Focus exercises in 
groups. 

Breakout rooms

4 Teacher checks concepts and 
answers to exercises. 

5 Teacher checks concepts and 
answers to exercises. 

Chat box

6 Teacher gives feedback on the Your 
Turn task and reviews lesson aims. 

Breakout rooms
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B E F O R E  T H E  C L A S S D U R I N G  T H E  C L A S S

Lesson 2 *
* You may want to cover this lesson in two separate classes: 
1 focusing on vocabulary
2 focusing on grammar

1 Listening: listen to audio and 
complete exercises. 

1 Students recall listening text and 
compare answers to exercises in 
groups. 

Breakout rooms

2 Vocabulary: complete exercises. 2 Teacher checks answers. Chat box

3 Language Focus: complete 
exercises.

3 Students compare answers for 
Vocabulary exercises in groups. 

Breakout rooms

4 Teacher checks concepts, works in 
pronunciation and checks answers 
to exercises. 

Chat box

5 Students complete the Your Turn 
task in groups. Feedback as a whole 
class.

Breakout rooms

6 Teacher checks concepts and 
answers for Language Focus section 
with the whole class. 

Chat box

7 Students complete the Your Turn 
task in groups. 

Breakout rooms

8 Teacher gives feedback on the Your 
Turn task and reviews lesson aims.

Lesson 3

1 Video: watch the video, complete 
the exercises and prepare for the 
Your Turn discussion. 

1 Students recall video and compare 
answers to exercises in groups.  

Breakout rooms

2 Reading: read the text and 
complete the exercises.

2 Teacher checks answers and deals 
with language questions.

Chat box

3 Students complete Your Turn task in 
breakout rooms. 

Breakout rooms

4 Feedback on Your Turn task in 
whole class. 

Chat box

5 Students recall reading text and 
compare answers to exercises in 
groups. 

Breakout rooms

6 Teacher checks answers and deals 
with any difficult language. 

Chat box

7 Students complete the Your Turn 
task in groups.

Breakout rooms

8 Teacher gives feedback on the Your 
Turn task and reviews lesson aims.
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B E F O R E  T H E  C L A S S D U R I N G  T H E  C L A S S

Lesson 4

1 Video: watch the video and 
complete the exercises. 

1 Recall the video as a whole class. 
Check answers. 

Chat box

2 Writing: work through the exercises 
and complete the writing task to 
hand in to the teacher.

2 Students discuss the same question 
in groups.

Breakout rooms

3 Check the answers to the dialogue 
gap-fill. 

Chat box

4 Students act out the dialogue 
in pairs or groups. And practise 
changing it with the information 
given. 

Breakout rooms

5 Teacher calls on pairs to repeat their 
dialogue to the whole class. 

6 Teacher reviews the work from the 
whole unit and prepares for the 
next one. 



1. Opening live lesson:
Unit aims, big picture discussion, vocabulary, Your Turn speaking.

Lead-in: you may want to look at the aims for the unit and look ahead to the tasks which you 
will be setting for homework. You will probably want to set the writing task on the right hand 
page of lesson 4 as either an individual writing task to be completed by the end of the unit. 

1 Share the coursebook pages on your screen. Start with a short warmer in 
the chat box e.g. ask students to type words for things they can see in the 
photo. Feed in any new language they might need.

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Chat box

2 Open the breakout rooms. Divide the class in small groups and instruct 
them to complete the Be Curious task in the breakout rooms. Visit each 
room and monitor the groups. You can send a text message to all the 
groups when it’s time to finish the task and call them back into the main 
classroom.

Breakout rooms

3 Bring the groups back into the main classroom. Check answers by asking 
the students to type in the chat box, then call on three or four students to 
expand their answers on their mics. Give feedback on their performance in 
the breakout rooms and work on error correction if appropriate e.g. show 
errors on your screen and ask students to correct them in the chat box.

Main classroom

Chat box

More detailed notes on 
how to structure the live 
classes lesson by lesson.

BE
What can you see in the photo?

Start thinking

 ●  How many people are in 
this family?

 ●  How old do you think they 
are?

 ●  When do you wear boots 
like these?

In this unit …

Vocabulary
 ● Family and friends
 ● Describing people
 ● Adjectives

Language focus
 ●  have got affi rmative, 
negative, questions and 
short answers

 ●  Comparative adjectives

Unit aims
I can …

 ● talk about my family.
 ● compare people.
 ●  understand a text about other cultures.
 ● talk on the phone.
 ● write a description of someone.
 ● write an email about my school. 

1 People

In this unit …

On the
phone p18

My family p16

Robot fi ghters p13

CLIL The land 
down under p115
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Unit 3
can for ability and permission

+ I/You/He/She/It/We/They can
sing.

– I/You/He/She/It/We/They can’t

? Can I/you/she/it/we/they sing?

+ Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can.

– No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can’t.

• We use can to express ability and permission.
He can play tennis. (ability)
Dad says we can’t go to the party. (permission)

• Can is the same in all forms.
I can speak Chinese. 
She can speak Chinese.

• We use infinitive without to after can.
They can sing.

• We don’t use do/does when we make questions 
with can.
Can you use your mobile phone at school?

1 Write affirmative (✓) and negative (✗) 
sentences with can.
1 Jamie / run fast. (✓)
 Jamie can run fast.
2 My granddad / use a mobile phone. (✓)
3 They / skateboard. (✗)
4 You / stay out late tonight. (✗)
5 I / ski. (✗)
6 She / play the piano. (✓)

2 Write questions and short answers for the 
sentences in Exercise 1.
Can Jamie run fast? Yes, he can. / No, he can’t.

3 Write sentences with can about you and your 
friends and family. Use the prompts to help. 
1 play the guitar / piano

I can play the guitar. I can’t play the piano, but my 
uncle can.

2 swim / dance / ride a bike / ride a horse
3 speak French / Russian / Chinese / Spanish
4 drive a car / drive a lorry / fly a plane

love, (don’t) like, don’t mind, hate + -ing
• We use the -ing form of the verb after love, (don’t) 

like and hate.
She loves playing with her little sister.
I don’t mind doing homework.

4 Complete the sentences with the -ing form of 
the verbs in the box.

do walk go paint sing watch play learn

1 He loves   to school.
2 I don’t like   homework.
3 Karen loves   DVDs.
4 We like   English.
5 They don’t like   pictures.
6 He doesn’t mind   with the baby.
7 My brother hates   .
8 They don’t mind    to school.

Object pronouns

subject 
pronoun I you he she it we you they

object 
pronoun me you him her it us you them

• We can use object pronouns to replace nouns that 
follow verbs.
I love Maths lessons. ➔ I love them.
I don’t like cooking. ➔ I don’t like it.

5 Complete the sentences with the correct object 
pronoun.
1 Our teacher always tells us  to sit down.
2 It’s a great film. Watch   !
3 She’s got exams. She needs to study for   .
4 Brad goes to Art classes. I can go with   .
5 Katia knows the answer. I can email   tomorrow.
6 My best friend always tells   her secrets. 

Grammar reference

Grammar reference 101
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4 Share the vocabulary section on your screen. Check the answers to the 
matching exercise using the chat box or mics. Drill the pronunciation with a 
combination of choral and individual drilling. Check the other answers in the 
chat box. Share the correct answers on your screen. Encourage students to 
check their answers in their books. 

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Chat box

5 Open the breakout rooms. Divide the class in small groups and instruct 
them to complete the Your Turn task in the breakout rooms. Visit each 
room and monitor the groups. You can send a text message to all the 
groups when it’s time to finish the task and call them back into the main 
classroom.

Breakout rooms

6 Bring the groups back into the main classroom. Ask students to write one 
or two sentences from their discussion in the chat box. Call on individual 
students to expand on their answers. Give feedback on their performance 
in the breakout rooms and work on error correction if appropriate e.g. show 
errors on your screen and ask students to correct them in the chat box.  

Main classroom

Chat box

7 Prepare for the next class. Share the next lesson on your screen and point 
out the tasks they need to complete (Reading, Language Focus). 

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Optional: ask students to write out their answers from one of the breakout room 
tasks.

Homework
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Lesson 1: 
Reading, Your Turn speaking, Language Focus, Your Turn speaking.

1 Start with a quick review of the last lesson and a short warmer to allow 
time for everyone to enter the class. For example, you can ask the students 
to type answers to simple questions in the chat box e.g. What did you have 
for breakfast today? Or what was the last movie you watched?

Main classroom

Chat box

2 Check students have completed the reading tasks. Open the breakout 
rooms and ask students to check their answers to the exercises in the 
groups. Allow at least five minutes for this. You may want to enter the 
breakout rooms to monitor and offer support.

Breakout rooms

3 Call the students back into the main room. Use a combination of chat box 
and nominating individual students to check the answers and deal with 
any other language difficulties in the text. Share the correct answers on the 
screen so students can check their work.

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Chat box

4 Check instructions for the Your Turn speaking task. Open the breakout 
rooms again and ask the students to complete the task in groups. Allow at 
least five minutes.

Breakout rooms

5 Language focus Use the grammar chart to review the grammar 
presentation and the chat box for students to answer concept checking 
questions. Students may also want to ask you questions.

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Chat box

Language focus 1 have got

3 Look at the pictures of James and Alice. 
Write questions and answers.
1 Has James got a book  about sport?
 Yes, he has.
1 James / a book about sport?
2 Alice / a computer?
3 James / black trainers?
4 Alice / a skateboard?
5 James / blue headphones?
6 Alice / a CD?
7 James / a hat ?

James Alice

4  Work with a partner. Ask and answer the 
questions from Exercise 3.

Your turn

5  Work with a partner. Ask and answer 
questions about what you have got. 
Complete the chart and add your own ideas.

You Your partner

a brother
a sister
a cat
a computer
a skateboard
 
 

Have you got a brother?

 

Yes, I have.

1 Complete the examples from the text 
on page 12.

I / We / You / They He / She / It

+ They     fi fteen 
children.

The house has got 
seven bedrooms.

– They haven’t got a car. Damien     jobs to 
do. 

? Have you got a brother 
or a sister?

Has he got a house?

+ Yes, I have. Yes, he has. 

– No, I haven’t. No, he   .

Grammar reference • page 99

2 Complete the text about Nicole’s family. 
Use the correct form of have got.

This is me and my family. I 1   two brothers. I 2   
(not) a sister. Those are my parents. We 3   a big 
garden. My dad 4   one brother, my Uncle Matt. 
My uncle 5   three boys. That’s their dog, Lady. It 
loves our big garden. We 6   (not) a dog. And my 
cousins 7   (not) a big garden.

13

UNIT

1

1.1 Robot fi ghters

Learn about another unusual family in Japan.
 ● How many robots has the Suni family got?
 ● What colour is Arina’s robot?

Reading An online article
1 Look at the photo and the title of this 

article. What is special about this family?

2 1.12  Read the article. Is it a happy family?

3 Read the text again. Are the sentences true (T) 
or false (F)? Correct the false ones.
1 Damien is not a baby. F – Damien is a baby.
2 There are fi fteen boys in the family.
3 Three of his brothers and sisters aren’t children.
4 Damien’s house is very quiet.
5 The children aren’t very good friends.

Explore adjectives

4 Find the opposites of these adjectives in 
the text.
1 unlucky lucky 3 quiet 5 bad
2 small  4 unhappy

Your turn

5  Write notes about your family and Damien’s 
family.

My family Damien’s family

small big

6  Tell your partner about how your family is 
different from Damien’s family.

Explore 

4 

A 
VERY BIG
FAMILY!

Damien Baxter is very lucky. He’s got fourteen 
brothers and sisters!

The family lives in a big house in Western Australia. 
The house has got seven bedrooms, and lots of beds. 
It isn’t a quiet house. It’s a very noisy house with lots 
of children in it.

Three of Damien’s brothers and sisters are adults. 
They’ve got children too. Damien is a baby, but he’s 
an uncle to those children!

The Baxter family is very busy. There’s lots of work to 
do in the Baxter house. When a child is eight years 

old, they help with the work. Damien is only three 
months old, so he hasn’t got jobs to do yet.

They haven’t got a car. Damien’s dad’s got a bus! 
It’s got sixteen seats.

The Baxters are a very happy family, and the kids 
are all good friends.

FAMILY! Three of Damien’s brothers and sisters are adults. 
They’ve got children too. Damien is a baby, but he’s 
an uncle to those children!

The Baxter family is very busy. There’s lots of work to 
do in the Baxter house. When a child is eight years 

old, they help with the work. Damien is only three 
months old, so he hasn’t got jobs to do yet.

They haven’t got a car. Damien’s dad’s got a bus! 
It’s got sixteen seats.

The Baxters are a very happy family, and the kids 
are all good friends.

Have you got a brother or a sister? 
How many have you got? One? 
Two? Maybe more?

FACT! The average 
number of children in 
Australian families is 1.9.

12
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6 Grammar practice: Check answers with the whole class using the chat 
box for support and sharing the correct answers on the screen. Encourage 
students to ask questions and clarify any doubts.

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Chat box

7 Your Turn: students complete the speaking task in the breakout room. 
When they’ve finished they write a short summary in the chat box. Call on a 
three or four students to expand on their summaries.

Breakout room

Chat box

Main classroom

8 Look ahead to the next lesson. Share the next lesson on your screen. 
Show them the sections you want them to complete (Listening, Vocabulary, 
Language Focus). Make sure students know how to access the audio files 
(you may need to share a link with them).

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Self-study

Optional: additional practice materials is available in the Workbook 
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Lesson 2:
Listening, vocabulary, Your Turn speaking, Language Focus, Your Turn speaking.

TIP: You may want to break this spread down into two lessons: 
1. Focusing on the vocabulary  
2. Focusing on the grammar. 
The break is shown below in italics.

1 Review the grammar presentation from the previous lesson. You can do 
this by showing sentences with errors that the students have to spot and 
correct, or by repeating one of the practice activities from the previous 
lesson. 

Main classroom

Chat box

2 Listening and Vocabulary: Check whether the students have read/listened 
to the Language in Context text and completed the vocabulary exercises. 
Send students to breakout rooms to check their answers. Allow at least five 
minutes for this. 

Breakout rooms

3 Call the students back into the main room and use a combination of chat 
box and calling out individual students to check the answers. Or you can 
share the correct answers on the screen and the students can check their 
own work. Drill the pronunciation and check the instructions for the Your 
Turn task. 

Main classroom

Chat box

4 Open the breakout rooms and ask students to complete the Your Turn task 
in groups. Allow plenty of time and enter each of the rooms to check on the 
groups. 

Breakout rooms

(You may choose to end the first class here, in which case you will want to set homework and make sure 
students prepare the Language Focus section for the next class)

5 Complete the text with the verbs in brackets.

Language focus 1 was/were
1 Complete the examples from the text on page 20.

I / he / she / it you / we / they

+ Anne Frank 1   a young Jewish girl. They 2   there for two years. 

– America wasn’t on Columbus’ map. Amazingly, the students 3   hurt. 

Grammar reference • page 101

2 Choose the correct answer.
1 He was / were / weren’t a famous tennis 

player 10 years ago.
2 You were / wasn’t / was very good at sport at 

primary school.
3 I were / weren’t / was at home at 8 o’clock 

last night.
4 My friends were / was / wasn’t at football 

practice yesterday.
5 I were / weren’t / wasn’t at school last week. 

I was / were / weren’t ill.
6 She was / were / weren’t born in Ireland in 

1991.

Past simple and time expressions
3 Complete the examples from the text on 

page 20.

+ He 1   his journey in 1492.

– He 2   arrive in Asia.

Grammar reference • page 101

Say it right! • page 96

4 Complete the sentences in the past simple 
with the words in brackets.
1 I usually do my homework before dinner but 

yesterday, I did my homework (after dinner).
2 We normally have our lunch at school but on 

Monday   (at home).
3 I often swim in the swimming pool but last 

summer,   (in the lake).
4 I visit my grandparents on Sundays but last 

weekend   (on Saturday).
5 My mum teaches at my brother’s school but 

when I was little   (at my school).
6 I study in the library every day now but three 

years ago I   (once a week).

Marie Curie 1   (be) a scientist. She 2   (live) in 
Paris, France but she 3   (not be) French, she 4   
(be) from Poland. She 5   (meet) her husband, 
Pierre, at university in Paris, and together they 
6   (discover) radium. Many of the teachers at 
the university 7   (not want) Marie to teach there 
because she was a woman, but in 1906 she 8   
(make) history and 9   (become) the fi rst woman 
to teach at the university, three years after becoming 
the fi rst woman to win a Nobel prize.

21

UNIT

2

2.1 Wildlife hero

Learn about Yanna, a vet in South Africa.
●● Why is Yanna’s job special?
●● Why did she become a vet?
●● Why did she shoot the rhino in the video?

6 Order the time expressions in the box. Start with 
the most recent.

yesterday  this morning  when I was little  
four days ago  last weekend

Your turn

7 Think of some people you know. Write sentences 
about what they did and when. Use the events 
below and the time expressions in Exercise 6. Then 
compare your sentences with your partner.

went to school  gave me a present  
played a sport  helped me  went to a party  
read a book  went to a foreign country  was ill

My best friend went to school this morning.

Your turn

6 Think of a famous hero. Write your 
answers to the questions.
1 What’s his/her name?
2 Where is he/she from?
3 Where does he/she live?
4 What does he/she do?
5 Why is he/she a hero?

7 Work with a partner. Ask and answer 
the questions about your hero in 
Exercise 6.

What’s your hero’s name?

Reading A magazine quiz
1 Look at the people in the pictures. Who are they? 

Why are they famous? 

2 1.15  Read the quiz and check your answers to 
Exercise 1.

3 Read the quiz again and answer the questions.

Explore expressions with make

4 Find three expressions with make in the text. 

5 Complete the sentences with make and one of the 
words in the box.

a cake  mistakes  friends  a suggestion  history  sure

1 Do the exam carefully. Try not to make mistakes  .
2 When I go on holiday, I often   with the new people I meet.
3 People who change something in our world   .
4 It’s John’s birthday tomorrow. Let’s   .
5 Before you close the door,   you’ve got your keys.
6 Can I   ? Let’s go to the cinema on Saturday afternoon.

Vocabulary bank • page 109

Explore 

4 

A  The Caribbean 
Islands

B  Brazil

C  Canada

A  in 1980

B  in 1991

C  in 2002

A  My Life at War

B  A Girl’s Life

C   The Diary of a 
Young Girl

FACT! Teachers can be heroes too. In 
2012, Elaine Johnson, a primary school 
teacher from California, USA saved the 
lives of two students when she pulled 
them from a car that was on fi re. 
Amazingly, the students weren’t hurt.

WHO 
MADE A

DIFFERENCE
PEOPLE

Christopher 
Columbus was 

born in Genoa over 
500 years ago. He 
wanted to sail to Asia 
from Europe. He started 
his journey in 1492, but 
he didn’t arrive in Asia 
because he made a 
mistake. Two months 
later he arrived in   .

Anne Frank was a young Jewish girl living in 
Amsterdam over 80 years ago. During the 

Second World War, her family hid in a few small 
rooms in a house because the German army 
wanted to put Jewish people in prison. They were 
there for two years. Every day, Anne wrote about 
her life. In 1944, the Germans found Anne and 
her family and took them to Germany where 
she died in March 1945. What is the name of the 
book that she wrote?

Tim Berners-Lee was an 
engineer but became 

interested in computers in the 
1970s. He wrote a program that 
could connect computers across 
the world. He called it the World 
Wide Web and made history when 
he gave it to the world for free. 
He said, ‘This is for everyone.’ But 
when did the web go worldwide?

1
3

2
OF THEQUIZ MONTH
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5 Language focus: Share the Language Focus section on your screen and 
review the grammar. Allow plenty of time for questions and clarification. 
You can ask students to answer concept check questions in the chat box.

Main classroom

Chat box

6 Grammar practice: If you are doing this in the same class, check the 
answers as a whole class. If you are starting a new class with the Language 
Focus section, use breakout rooms for students to check their answers. 
Then call them back into the main classroom to check answers and clarify 
doubts.

Main classroom

Chat box

OR 

Breakout rooms

7 Your Turn task: Set up the Your Turn task to complete in the breakout 
rooms. Allow plenty of time for the students to complete the task. Enter 
each breakout room to check progress. 

Breakout rooms

8 Call the students back to the main room, ask a representative from each 
group to write a short summary in the chat box. Call on other group 
members to expand on the summary.

Chat box

Main classroom

9 Look ahead to the next lesson. Share the next lesson on your screen. Show 
them the sections you want them to complete (Video, Reading). Make sure 
students know how to access the video file (you may need to share a link 
with them).

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Self-study

Optional: additional practice materials is available in the Workbook/Practice Extra 
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Lesson 3: 
Culture: video, Your Turn speaking, reading, Your Turn speaking.

1 Review the work done in the previous lesson. You can do this by showing 
sentences with errors that the students spot and correct, or by repeating 
one of the practice activities from the previous lesson.  

Main classroom

Chat box

2 Video: Send the students to breakout rooms to recall the video and 
compare their answers for the exercises. You might also want to ask them to 
write a short summary, three or four sentences, of the video, to share in the 
main class. This helps focus the retelling.

Breakout rooms

3 Bring the students back to the main classroom and check the answers. 
Encourage the students to share their responses to the video in the chat 
box or on their mics. 

Main classroom

4 Your Turn: Set up the task and send the students to the breakout rooms. 
Allow plenty of time. Enter the rooms to monitor their progress.

Breakout rooms

5 Reading: Ask students to share short summaries of the topic of the reading 
text in the chat box. Ask them if they found the text interesting, difficult, 
easy. Students can answer with simple yes/no answers in the chat box. 
Deal with any difficulties with the text before checking the answers to the 
exercises. To practise the vocabulary from the text, ask students to write 
sentences using the words in the chat box. 

Main classroom

Chat box

Reading A web page

1 Work with a partner. Look at the 
pictures of a festival in the U.S.A. 
What do you think people do there?

2 1.38  Read the text and check your 
answers to Exercise 1.

3 Read the Frequently Asked Questions 
(FAQs) about The Burning Man Festival. 
Match the questions (A–F) to the answers 
(1–6).
A What else do people do at the festival?
B Has the festival always taken place there?
C What happens after the festival?
D What is The Burning Man Festival?
E How is it different from other festivals?
F Why is it called The Burning Man Festival?

Explore phrasal verbs with up

4 Look at the highlighted words in the text. 
Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the words in the box.

show  set  tidy  pick  light  dress

1 When the festival was over, we tidied  up all our 
rubbish and went home.

2 For the festival last year, my friend   up as a robot.
3 Hundreds of fi reworks   up the sky to end the festival.
4 We asked him to come at eight o’clock but he didn’t   

up until nine o’clock.
5 The band   up their equipment on the stage before 

the concert.
6 We   up some food in the supermarket and drove out 

to the festival site.

Vocabulary Bank • page 109

Your turn

5 Ask and answer with your partner.
1 Would you like to go to a festival like The Burning 

Man? Why?/Why not?
2 Does your school or town have its own festival? What 

type of festival is it? What can you do there?

I’d really like to go because it looks amazing in the photos.

6 Write about the last festival you went to.
The last festival I went to was in our town. There were ...

Explore 

4 

 1 D 
It’s an arts community festival which takes place every year 
for a week at the end of August in The Black Rock Desert in 
Nevada, in the U.S.A. More than 60,000 people showed up 
last year. Volunteers create a community in the desert called 
Black Rock City – they set up everything themselves.
2   
No, it started in San Francisco, California in 1986, next to the 
Golden Gate Bridge. It moved to the desert fi ve years later.
3   
Because fi re is an important theme of the festival. People 
build an enormous wooden statue of a person which is more 
than 30 metres tall and they burn it on the Saturday night of 
the festival. They also build and burn lots of other things. 
4   
They dress up in costumes and because of the dust in the 
desert they wear goggles. There are also a lot of other fun 
activities. There is usually a balloon chain of 450 different 
balloons which is one kilometre long and it lights up the sky.

5   
After the festival, the rules 
are very strict: people must 
tidy up everything and leave the desert 
exactly as it was before the festival started 
because the organisers are very worried about 
protecting the environment.
6   
It’s unusual because there aren’t any famous 
bands or celebrities. It’s all about community – 
everyone is on the same level.

Maybe you’ve picked up tickets to the Festival, but you’re not sure 
what to expect. Read these FAQs to fi nd out more:

FACT! Every August, Black 
Rock City becomes the third 
largest city in Nevada – but then 
it disappears in September!

USA

Burning Man Festival FAQs

UNIT

3
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5  3.2  Watch the video again and check 
your answers.

6 What is the report’s main message? Choose 
the best option.
1 Every country has different musical traditions.
2 We can now share and listen to different 

musical styles very easily.
3 Music can be happy or sad, choose the music 

according to your mood.

Your turn

7 Ask and answer in groups. 
1 Would you like to play one of these 

instruments?
2 Are there any traditional instruments which are 

special to your country? 
3 What do you think are the positive things 

about playing in a band or orchestra with 
other people?

 2  3.2  Watch the video and check your answers.

3 Match the information to the three different 
musical traditions or instruments. 

Mariachi  didgeridoo  sitar

1 The music is lively and emotional. 
2 The instrument has been around for hundreds of years. 
3 A famous group used this instrument and musical style 

in their own music. 
4 This music requires a number of different instruments. 
5 This is one of the oldest instruments in the world. 
6 More Australians play this instrument now.

4 Test your memory. Mark the sentences true or 
false. Correct the false ones.
1 We see the Mariachi perform live and when they are 

practising. 
2 There are drums, guitars, violins and trumpets in a 

Mariachi group.
3 The sitar player closes his eyes when he plays.
4 The Australian Aborigine is sitting with three 

other people.

1 Look at the images of three 
musical instruments (a–c) and 
complete the table with 
information below.

Mexico  India  Australia  sitar  
didgeridoo  trumpet  string  wind (x2)

Country Name of 
instrument

Type of 
instrument 

Photo A 

Photo B sitar
Photo C

b

c

a

Australia MexicoIndia
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Discover Culture

Find out about unusual instruments.

3.2  A world of music
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6 Your Turn: Check instructions and send the students into breakout rooms 
to complete the speaking task. Give them plenty of time to discuss the task 
and write a short summary to share in the chat box. Enter each breakout 
room to check on progress.

Breakout rooms

7 Call the students back into the main classroom and ask them to share their 
summaries. Call on individuals to report back on their discussions. 

Main classroom

8 Look ahead to the next lesson. Share the next lesson on your screen. 
Show them the sections you want them to complete (Real talk video and 
exercises, writing – you will want them to send you the final writing text). 
Make sure students know how to access the video and audio files (you may 
need to share a link with them). 

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Self-study

Optional: additional practice materials is available in the Workbook/Practice Extra 
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Lesson 4: 
Video, Speaking, Writing.

You can cover the video and speaking sections in class and ask the students to complete the 
writing section on their own at home (or as a collaborative group task) and send you the final 
text. 

1 Review the work done in the previous lesson. You can do this by showing 
sentences with errors that the students spot and correct, or by repeating 
one of the practice activities from the previous lesson. 

Main classroom

Chat box

2 Video: Recall the video as a whole class. Check answers in the chat box. 
Then send students to breakout rooms to discuss the same question/s. 

Main classroom

Breakout rooms

3 Bring the students back to the main classroom. Ask them to feedback on 
their discussions. Then check the answers to the listening task and the 
dialogue gap-fill task. Share the answers on your screen.  

Main classroom

Chat box

Screen-sharing

4 Practising the dialogue: Set up the task and send the students to the 
breakout rooms. Allow plenty of time. Enter the rooms to monitor their 
progress. 

Breakout rooms

5 Call the students back into the main classroom. Ask pairs to act out their 
dialogues to the whole class. Give feedback and praise.  

Main classroom

Get writing

PLAN
5 Choose a local or traditional 

dish to write about. Use the list 
in Exercise 2 and make notes.

WRITE
6 Write your description for the 

Internet forum. Use your notes 
from Exercise 5 and the model 
text to help you.

CHECK
7 Can you say YES to these 

questions?
•  Have you included all the 

important information from 
Exercise 2?

•  Have you used phrases to describe 
different aspects of the dish?

1 Look at the photo and read the description on an Internet forum. What is the dish 
Lamorna describes and what is it made from?

2 Read the description again. In which paragraph does 
Lamorna talk about these things? Which two things in 
the list doesn't she mention?
The ingredients. The history of the dish.
Where the food is from. How it’s cooked.
Who eats it. When you eat it.
Why people like it. How easy or diffi cult it is to cook.
Where you can buy it.

Useful language

Cooking and eating
When we write about food, we use phrases to describe the 
ingredients and how it’s cooked and eaten.
• A traditional pasty consists of … • It’s served with salad.
• It contains vegetables and meat. • They’re fried in olive oil. 

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find similar phrases in 
the text.

4 Complete the sentences with the phrases in the box.

bake in  fi lled with  consists of  made in  contain  served with

1 A traditional Sunday lunch is   vegetables and roast potatoes.
2 Mix all the ingredients together and then   the cake   the 

oven for half an hour.
3 Ravioli are pasta squares   meat or cheese.
4 It’s a simple dish which   rice and vegetables.
5 Only cheese that is actually   Cheddar can be called 

Cheddar cheese.
6 I don’t eat many sweets – they   too much sugar.

I live in Cornwall, in south-west England, and we have 
lots of delicious local food, but our most famous dish is 
the Cornish pasty! A traditional pasty consists of thick 
pastry in a D-shape, fi lled with small pieces of steak, 
potato, onion and an orange vegetable called swede. 
Then it’s baked in the oven.
Pasties are usually served hot, on their own, and 
are easy to eat without a knife and fork. Many years 
ago, Cornish workers used to eat pasties for lunch. 
Nowadays, tourists eat them on the beach!
You can eat pasties all over Britain, but unless they are 
made in Cornwall, they can't be called Cornish pasties. 
Local pasty shops sell pasties with many different fi llings, 
like curried chicken or cheese and onion. So if you want 
to try a real Cornish pasty, get down to Cornwall!

Lamorna

Cornwall

49
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4
 Writing Describing a local dishReal talk: What would you make if you had to cook for your family for a day? 

1  4.3  Watch or listen to the teenagers. What food items does each person
talk about?

omelette  sandwiches  salad  vegetables  eggs  rice dish  soup  cake  chicken  
steak  pizzas  berry pie  potato salad  lasagne  pancakes  meat pasta

2  What would you make if you had to cook for your family for a day? Ask and answer 
with your partner.

6  Work with a partner. Practise the 
conversation in Exercise 4.

7  Work with a partner. Plan your own 
conversation. Use the ideas below and 
Exercise 4 to help you.

Dish: Cheesy pasta bake

Ingredients: 140g pasta, 
2 onions, 2 carrots, 
4 cloves of garlic, 
tomatoes, grated cheese

Cooking instructions: 
slice onion and garlic, fry gently; add 
chopped vegetables; boil pasta for 12 
minutes; mix everything in a dish; bake for 
20 minutes; serve with cheese on top.

Dish: Vegetable and 
cheese omelette

Ingredients: 4 eggs, 
1 onion, mushrooms, red 
pepper, grated cheese, 
20g butter

Cooking instructions: 
chop vegetables, fry in butter until soft; mix 
vegetables and eggs together; put in pan 
and fry for 2 minutes; add grated cheese on 
top and cook for 2–3 minutes more.

3 1.47  Listen to Josh talking to his mum on the phone. What is he going to make?

4 Complete the conversation with the useful 
language.

Useful language

You need to stir it …
Finally, when …
First of all, chop …

Next, you …
The fi rst thing to do is …
Then, add …

Mum: Right, Josh. 1 The fi rst thing to do is  get 
out the ingredients. You’ll need an onion, 
two cloves of garlic, a tin of chopped 
tomatoes, the packet of mince from the 
fridge and some tomato puree.

Josh: OK, I’ll write down what I have to do.
Mum: Ready? 2   the onion and the garlic and fry 

them gently with some oil until they’re soft. 
3   add the mince to the pan. 4   for a few 
minutes until it’s brown.

Josh: OK. It sounds simple enough. What else?
Mum: 5   the tin of tomatoes, a tablespoon of 

tomato puree, some water to cover the 
meat, and salt and pepper.

Josh: OK. Then what?
Mum: 6   it boils, turn the heat down low. And 

that’s it! If you put a lid on it and let it cook 
gently, it will be ready when I get home.

5 1.47  Listen again and check your answers.

a b c

an omelettesoupspaghetti bolognese

48

 Speaking Giving instructions
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6 Share the writing section on your screen. Go through the instructions and 
make sure the students understand what they need to do and how to send 
you their completed writing task. 

Main classroom

Screen-sharing

Self-study

7 You have completed the unit! Do a review of the materials you’ve covered 
and ask students to prepare for the next unit by looking at the big picture 
and vocabulary section on the opening spread. 

Optional: additional practice materials is available in the Workbook/Practice Extra 
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We hope you find these 
guidelines helpful.
In addition you may find the further resources at:

https://www.cambridge.org/gb/cambridgeenglish/catalog/secondary/
eyes-open/resources of interest - these include wordlists, pdfs which 
you can share or use with your students and more.

18
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